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Molecular dynamics simulations are employed to probe the role of an impact angle on emission e�ciency of
organic molecules sputtered from benzene crystal bombarded by 15 keV Ne2953, Ar2953, and Kr2953 clusters. It is
found that both the cluster type and the angle of incidence have signi�cant e�ect on the emission e�ciency. The
shape of the impact angle dependence does not resemble the dependence characteristic for medium size clusters
(C60, Ar366), where sputtering yield only moderately increases with the impact angle, has a shallow maximum
around 40◦ and then decreases. On the contrary, for the large projectiles (Ne2953, Ar2953, and Kr2953) the emission
e�ciency steeply increases with the impact angle, has a pronounced maximum around 55◦ followed by rapid signal
decay. It has been found that the sputtering yield is the most sensitive to the impact angle change for Kr cluster
projectiles, while change of the impact angle of Ne projectile has the smallest e�ect on the e�ciency of material
ejection.
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1. Introduction

Gas-cluster-ion-beam (GCIB) composed of Ar atoms
has become a popular ion source in time-of-�ight sec-
ondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) since it has been
shown that they allow collecting successful depth pro-
�les in several cases where smaller cluster projectiles have
failed [1]. However, still not much is known about pro-
cesses occurring during Ar cluster bombardment of or-
ganic materials. It has been reported recently that the
shape of the impact angle dependence of sputtering yield
changes signi�cantly with the size of the projectile bom-
barding organic samples and for large projectiles exhibits
the shape known from the studies of atomic projectile
bombardment [2�4]. Similar observation has been re-
cently made in experiments with Ar2000 on polymer sam-
ples [5]. It has been proposed that a �washing out� mech-
anism is responsible for the observed phenomenon [2�4].
In this study we investigate the e�ect of a projectile

type on the shape of the impact angle dependence of
the sputtering yield of benzene molecules. This goal is
accomplished by bombardment of a coarse-grained ben-
zene crystal with 15 keV Ne2953, Ar2953, and Kr2953 pro-
jectiles.

2. Model

Details of the MD computer simulations used to model
cluster bombardment are described elsewhere [6]. The
model approximating the benzene crystal consists of
307366 molecules arranged in a hemispherical sample of
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the radius 26 nm. A coarse-grained approximation is
used to model the benzene solid. This technique has
proven to signi�cantly decrease simulation time while giv-
ing results similar to the data obtained with a full atom-
istic model [7]. Each coarse-grained benzene molecule
is represented by six CH particles with the mass of 13
amu. A Lennard-Jones potential is used to describe
the interaction of CH�CH particles located in di�erent
molecules. The CH�CH interaction inside a single ben-
zene molecule is described by a Morse potential. Details
of a coarse-grained method and appropriate values for
the Lennard-Jones and Morse potential parameters can
be found elsewhere [7]. The interactions between Ne,
Ar, and Kr atoms in the projectile and between the pro-
jectile atoms and all other particles in the system are
described by the Lennard-Jones potential splined with
the KrC potential to properly describe high-energy col-
lisions [8]. The 15 keV Ne2953, Ar2953, and Kr2953 pro-
jectiles are used to bombard the crystal with an impact
angle changing from 0◦ to 75◦.

3. Results and discussion

The dependence of the total sputtering yield of ben-
zene molecules on the impact angle is shown in Fig. 1 for
15 keV Ne2953, Ar2953, Kr2953, and Ar60 projectiles. Sev-
eral observations can be made from this �gure. Firstly,
the shapes of the distributions recorded for all large pro-
jectiles are similar. The sputtering yield steeply increases
with the impact angle, has a maximum around 55◦, and
decreases above 60◦. Similar behaviour was reported in
the studies with atomic bombardment [9]. The physics
is, however, di�erent. For the keV atomic projectile the
sputtering yield is mainly a�ected by the depth of pri-
mary energy deposition. In this case, most of the pri-
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mary energy is deposited below critical depth and can-
not contribute to particle ejection. Increase of the impact
angle shifts the pro�le of deposited energy closer to the
surface, which enhances the sputtering yield until when
back re�ection of the primary energy becomes important
and the yield decreases again. On the other hand, keV
cluster projectile deposits its primary energy in the vol-
ume that can e�ectively contribute to sputtering even
at angles near 0◦. As a result, the sputtering yield can
only slightly bene�t from the modi�cation of energy de-
position pro�le. Consequently, the resulting distribution
should be rather �at over a wide range of angles and
then decreases when back re�ection of the primary en-
ergy starts to dominate as it was shown in Fig. 1 for
Ar60. Such behaviour was also observed for C60 [10] and
medium size Arn [2�4, 11, 12] projectiles.

Fig. 1. Dependence of the total sputtering yield on the
impact angle for bombardment of 15 keV clusters (see
the legend) of benzene crystal. Lines are drawn to guide
the eye.

Surprisingly, the impact angle dependence of the sput-
tering yield is quite di�erent in the case of large keV pro-
jectiles. The observed discrepancies cannot be explained
by deposition of the primary energy below the critical
depth. Each constituent atom of a large cluster projec-
tile carries lower kinetic energy compared to a smaller
projectile with the same total kinetic energy, which also
means that it will deposit its energy closer to the surface.
Also the energy back re�ection is insigni�cant for the an-
gles close to the surface normal, as it is shown in Fig. 2.
Mechanistic analysis of atoms movement presented in

Refs. [2�4] for the Arn projectiles reveals that just after
the impact a dense cloud of projectile atoms is formed for
normal incidence bombardment, which blocks the emis-
sion of sample particle located under the impact point.
On the other hand, for o� normal impact, a dense �ux
of atoms is sliding over one side of the created crater
�washing out� weakly bound benzene molecules as shown
in Fig. 3.
However, while the general trend in the sputtering

yield dependence on the impact angle, shown in Fig. 1,
is similar for the Ne2953, Ar2953, and Kr2953 projectiles,

Fig. 2. Projectile energy back re�ection dependence on
the impact angle for benzene crystal bombardment of
15 keV clusters (see the legend). Lines are drawn to
guide the eye.

Fig. 3. Cross-sectional view, 1.5 nm wide, of the ben-
zene crystal. Vectors represent the original and �nal
positions of the center of mass of system particles at
given time and time 0.5 ps later. Intact molecules are
represented by black vectors, projectile atoms are de-
picted by gray vectors.

there are some di�erences in the shape of curves plot-
ted for each projectile. Out of these three projectiles
the Ne2953 cluster stimulates the highest sputtering yield
at near normal impact angles. On the other hand, at
medium and large impact angles the Kr2953 cluster leads
to the most e�cient ejection.
The observed discrepancies can be attributed to a dif-

ferent mass and/or to di�erences in the shape of poten-
tials describing interaction of projectile atoms. Popok
et al. have shown that the range of cluster projectiles
scales proportionally to the projectile momentum [13].
The momentum ratio of Ne, Ar, and Kr atoms is as
1:1.4:2. As a result, Kr2953 penetrates more easily
through the weekly bound sample of benzene molecules
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Fig. 4. Cross-sectional view, 1.5 nm wide, of a benzene
crystal after 96 ps.

than Ne2953 or Ar2953 as presented in Fig. 4 for normal,
and in Fig. 3 for o� normal bombardment. Indeed, the
crater created by the Kr2953 cluster is the deepest with
the smallest opening for the angles close to 0◦ (see Fig. 4).
It is also horizontally more extended as compared to the
craters formed by the Ne2953 and Ar2953 for o� normal
angles as can be seen in Fig. 3. Di�erent craters size in-
dicates that a di�erent number of benzene molecules is
removed from their original positions by each projectile.
These molecules can be either sputtered or relocated into
another location in the crystal. For normal impact an-
gle the heaviest Kr projectile moves the largest number
of organic particles but most of these particles are just
relocated to a new position. That is why, regardless of
the fact that the crater formed by this projectile is large,
the sputtering yield is small. The lightest Ne projectile
penetrates to the smallest depth disturbing almost twice
fewer molecules than the Kr projectile. However, the re-
locations occur closer to the sample surface increasing
the probability of ejection. As a result, the sputtering
yield for the Ne projectile is seventeen times larger than
for Kr. For the o� normal impact angles most of moved
benzene molecules are sputtered. As the number of dis-
placed substrate particles is the smallest for the lightest
Ne projectile also the sputtering yield is the lowest.
Switching from Ne to Kr will change not only the mass

of the projectile but also will in�uence the shape of the
potential used to describe interaction of projectile atoms.
To probe which of these two factors is more important
we have arti�cially modi�ed mass of the Ne projectile
to be the same as Kr without changing its interaction
potentials. As it can be seen in Fig. 1, such a change in-
deed resulted in an impact angle dependence that is quite
close to the distribution recorded for the Kr2953 projec-
tile. This observation indicates that the atomic mass
plays a more important role. Nevertheless, the in�uence
of the interaction potential is noticeable.

4. Conclusions

We have investigated the e�ect of the projectile type
on angular distributions of sputtering yield of organic

molecules emitted from benzene crystal bombarded by
15 keV Ne2953, Ar2953, and Kr2953 projectiles. It is shown
that the projectile mass and ranges of interaction poten-
tials can play a signi�cant role in the case of emission ef-
�ciency, enhancing the yield for the projectiles composed
of light atoms (Ne) at low angles and for the projec-
tiles composed of heavy atoms (Kr) at o� normal impact
angles.
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